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The twenty-eight buildings in the Energy Edge Program provide unique opportunities for studying the
energy performance of new commercial buildings. In this paper we focus primarily on the results of the
data analysis, and, to a lesser degree, on the analysis methodology. The questions we investigate include:
How does the actual energy use compare to the predicted values (both for the building total and by end
use)? How do these buildings compare to other new buildings in the region? How do these buildings
change over time? We address these questions by examining billing data for 27 buildings (in some cases
up to four years of records), hourly sub-metered end-use data for ten buildings, and results from
simulation models from five of the buildings. We analyze the energy savings attributable to the
conservation measures through direct analysis of the monitored data and from simulation models that have
been "tuned" with the monitored data to reflect the actual operation of the building. Among the key
findings has been the observation that while the buildings are using roughly 10% more energy than
predicted, on average, they are consuming 30% less energy than typical new construction in the region.
In reviewing the results for 20 categories of energy conservation measures, we discuss such issues as the
difficulties in defining baseline conditions, and the problems in simulating certain strategies, e*g. ,
daylighting and space-conditioning controls. We suggest simplified approaches that could be of use for
the next of new commercial building demonstration, and design-assistance programs.

Introduction

The was initiated in 1986 to
demonstrate cost-effective energy savings in new
commercial buildings in the Pacific Northwest (Miller et
aI. The 28 buildings are of
new commercial construction in the region: offices,

fast-food restaurants, and
convenience stores, and range in floor area from 2000 to
over Jl .. V'VV"V'-il'V'

monitored end-use data have been
coHected--m some cases for over three '/f"".~r~--,~~ e]lgnlee~n

of the buildings. data have been analyzed
for 27 Tower in

OC(~UPlea·)9 and as many as four
energy have been completed. The
calibration of the simulation models has been
COlnpJlete~a for ten buildings, although we discuss the
first five in this paper. Cost data for the
individual conservation measures are being compiled. that
win aHow for of predicted, and standard-
ized costs. a post-occupancy evaluation of occu-

satisfaction was completed at seven of the office
~QbQ.~1HflIt'lI'Qbn et al.

Previous et aL 1990, Harris et aL 1990,
Diamond et a1. 1990a) review the lessons learned in the
design and implementation of the program, and give
preliminary findings on the performance of the buildings
and energy-saving measures" This paper brings together
the individual data streams and presents a summary of our
current of the of the Energy Edge

(Diamond et al. 1992).

uilding erfor ance

Our analysis of the energy performance of the Energy
Edge buildings is based on three types of comparisons:
(1) Compalisons of actual energy use to predicted energy
use, (2) Comparisons of actual energy use with energy use
of similar new buildings in the region, based on end-use
metering and prototype simulation, and (3) Comparisons
of actual energy use with hypothetical baseline buildings
that meet the Model Conservation Standards (MCS) code
requirements.

While the third comparison was originaHy thought by the
program designers to be the most important, we fmd the
first two comparisons to be more informative in providing
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a benchmark for overall building performance. The third
comparison strategy is hampered by the difficulty in
interpreting the code to define the baseline building. In
addition to presen~ing our findings from these comparisons
we include in this section a discussion on code compliance
and results from the SUl'veys of occupant satisfaction.

Comparing ctual to Predicted Energy
Consumption

We begin the comparative analysis analyzing the
energy consumption based on the utility bills, comparing
the design-stage simulation estimates with actual
consumption. These comparisons provide an initial
indication of the overall performance of the buildings,
while also revealing the inherent limitations of these types
of comparisons. Differences in operating conditions,
bU1UdllDfl characteristics, and levels of service provided
cannot be taken into account when comparing the
predlctlolllS with the actual based solely on
the bins.

We have up to four years of data for the
DUll1CUn2::S'l! which allows us to examine the

CO]lsu.mt>1:1c~n over time. In order to compare
in we use the annual

which is the
COjlsu.mt~tio~n normalized its conditioned floor

Table 1 shows the data
for the 27 in
two ways: as year and
as to use. 1
summarizes this table the mean and median
COllSUlmr>1:1c,n for both the entire and for the nine
t>Ul.1C111DfZS for which we have four years of data~

The energy COllsu.mt)t!Cln of the 27 bUlldlJt12S in their first
year of was 10% on average than their

values. Eleven used less than
16 used more than Nine bUl.1dJJi12S

were within 10% of their values~

the second year, energy bins were 23 %
average, than their values~ We saw no

e~g~) or size of to
which used more energy and which used less
energy than which had
Dre~lc:ted very low energy use tended to be the farthest
from actual Of the 16 that used
more energy than in their second year, 14 used
more energy than in their first year of opleratlOJU.

w Diamond sf: sf.,

The energy consumption of the 27 buildings increased
20 %) on average, in their second year of operation. The
high rate of increase in year 2 at the Director Building
and at Eastgate are probably due to increased occupancy.
While the Director building had the highest percentage
increase in consumption from the starting year, total
energy use was still less than predicted. At Eastgate, the
increase in consumption led to a level of energy use
nearly twice the predicted value.

We have three years of bills for 21 of the
buildings. The mean value for the group rose from 23 %
above predicted energy use in. year 2 to 31 % above pre
dicted in year 3. We have four years of utility bins for 10
of the buildings. By year 4, the mean energy consumption
is 52% greater than predict&L

From the utility data we can only speculate why
the energy use increased in nearly every building. To
determine if the increases are due to changing occupancy
patterns, increased equipment densities, or failures of the
measures, we plan to look at bow specific end uses
change over time. In the next section we look at the
my end uses, but we do not yet have enough information
to track these end uses over time~

To better understand the differences between predicted
and actual we the end use data.. We have

sub-metered data for end-use comparisons
from ten eight offices, a school and a fast-food
restaurant To the comparisons, we have divided
the electricity consumption into primary ~nd uses:

(interior (2) Total HVAC (heating,
and (3) Other (hot water, plugs,

lighting, miscellaneous). Eight of the ten
IJUI.ICiUrl2S are all-electric; two of the offices have back-up

but as their use is we consider
V.Il.V'.... II.A.ll"'.a>a,.V use to be the total energy use~

.!l.dlji~UU.A~. The energy used for intetior lighting represents
32% of the total electricity consumption for the eight
office buildings for which we currently have data. Of the
three end uses, lighting had the best record of predicting
actual consumption) on average~ For the ten buildings, the
measured mean lighting consumption (4.15 kWhlft2-yr)
was 8% hi r than the predicted value (3.84 kWhl

For the eight office buildings, the actual consump
tion was within 2 % of predicted. The individual buildings
ranged from a 59% underprediction (Edgerton School) to
31 % overprediction (Siskiyou
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n=27 n=25 n=21 n=10
o

o n=10 n=10 o

1 2 3

Years Of

4

1~ Consumption (from utility billing data) Over Time. Figure shows individual buildings (small circles),
medians (solid dots), one standard deviation above and below the mean (dashes), and a solid line connecting the means for
the which we have four years ofdata.
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HVACe The energy used for heating, cooling, fans and
pumps represents 45 % of the total electricity consumption
for the office buildings. The actual and predicted HVAC
electricity EUls were within 11 %, on average, with a
mean HVAC consumption of 7.57 kWh/ft2-yr compared to
the predicted mean of 6.79 kWh/ftl-yre For the eight
office buildings, the actual mean was also within 11 % of
predicted. The individual buildings ranged from a 134%
underprediction (East Idaho Credit Union) to 30% over
prediction (STS office building).

Other. The "other" category includes hot water, exterior
lighting, plug loads and miscellaneous end uses, repre
senting 22% of the total electricity consumption for the
office buildings.. For the eight office buildings, actual
consumption was 22% more than predictede Individual
buildings showed a spread ranging from a 46 % under
prediction (Dubal Beck) to 40% overprediction (STS) ..

Figure 3 shows the mean end-use energy consumption for
the eight Energy Edge office buildings for which we have
end-use data, together with the end-use data from
ELCAP, NWPPC and SBW. The figure shows that the
Energy Edge office buildings are low-energy buildings for
all end uses, as compared to the actual and forecasted
consumption for new offices in the region~

Total heating and cooling energy use is nearly half the use
of the comparison buildings and a third of the Council's
forecast Lighting energy use is half the Council forecast
and significantly less than the comparison Over
all, the Energy Edge office buildings are using nearly
50% less energy than their measured and forecasted
counterpartse

Comparisons of ctual Energy
Consumption with the MeS Code tsa~se.llne

Comparing Energy Edge Buildings to
Other Buildings in the Region

COltn.p~mrl2 the actual energy of the DUIIOUtlgs

with the energy is limited our
to correct for the differences between the design

Dre~lc:tea and actual for such factors as
"" ..."."....Jll" .....Jll ~ c~Dnsltrulctllon~ and use* Because of these limita
tions we find it useful to look at end-use data
from other sources within the Pacific Northwest These
.....n1l"'II"Il11·MlIl'l!"'1Ic.nl'll'·u:l nrC~VlClebenchmarks for both the actual build-

The for the was to
demonstrate that the buildings could consume 30% less
energy than an equivalent building built to the MCS code,
at a cost of conserved. energy less than 45 mills per
Kilowatt-hour.. A "baseline was defined for each
DUl.IQlIUZ: to a basis for i"nllTBn'!li'\\"'1C:lnn

A in the to
the MCS code is the lack of standard definitions for a

the modeler to make several assumlotl~ons

in order to create a baseline There are also
am.t)l~~UUles because the MCS do not to all end uses.

useare, in

For the five for which new MCS baselines were
""'Jl..Va.,,~u.'l CC)DS:U:lI1PtJlOn aVf~raJZea 24% less than baseline for

MCS end-uses and lighting),
ap):~roaLCtt1ng, but not the goal of 30%
less energy usee The are linked to the definition of

t>~;ellne, and for this reason we to look at
in that the

The most useful data available for i"AI"'llillmn'Q'\\"'14::lnfl DUlldUl1gs

includes the monitored data. collected under the ELCAP
program and the 1989 stock end-
use characterization for Bonneville
co:nSlUtllruzq, mC$ These two data sets on

...,...,.R.<ll. "' ,I't tOlgetner with the forecasts for
new the Northwest Power

nrC~Vl(le the benchmark

2 shows total energy for the twelve
office over a three year with their
average the mea:n con-
SUlJapt:l0n for the MCS baseline a:nd the three
indices new construction. From

2 we can see that energy use in the Edge
offices is over but is still much
lower than other new in the We also see
that MCS baseline are also Inu.'-erlP;rt'fV

OUIH.1.U1l2S cornoared to stock~

Code ompliance 1I!~~~I,.n;;.;~

One of the surprising in at the data from
the operations and maintenance audits was the number of
instances where the buildings did not meet the Tt"'''(II~rn-l~

ments for the MCS baseline building. For example, when
the Energy Edge buildings were designed, the MCS speci
fication for office building lighting power density
was 1.. 5 The values from 1.. 1 to
1.5 with a mean value of 1.. 3$ The actual installed
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based on bUllldlm2

with a mean of
of 1~5! In
than the code aH()w~mc~e..

a demonstration iJ~\.J11"""""~~

scrutinized more car'enUlV

bUl.ldU112S were of
would have been

COlTIP.haI1Ce checks.

ImlDl1C~aUlons for utility forecasting and planrul11g for future
conservation acquisition programs.

W'e have found similar instances with mechanical ~v~:tenlS

in the as welL For the
HVAC at School is less efficient than the
MCS baseline. The that code violations occurred
in the construction of the buildings--and

in other new construction--has important

The ultimate goal of the program is to
accelerate the design and construction of new energy
efficient buildings the region. The buildings
must also meet the expectations of the users and owners
for their functional and aesthetic featurese A
occupancy examination et aL docu-
mented occupant satisfaction with the
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buildings. Their survey of 264 occupants in seven of the
Energy Edge office buildings (66% response rate overall)
found a very high level of user satisfaction with the
workspaces and with the aesthetic and functional aspects
of the buildings. In specific cases, the occupants were
disturbed by high and low temperatures, glare, noise, and
lighting controls, but for the most part, their responses to
the survey were positive. This finding, the report notes,
underscores the idea that buildings can be energy efficient
without a loss of user amenity.

Third, the modeling technique may differ, which is
particularly importarlt when a simulation model does not
adequately characterize a certain measure. Turning again
to McDonald's, DOE-2.1C cannot adequately characterize
the exhaust ventilator because it uses average room
temperatures instead of temperature distributions within
the kitchen space. The energy savings estimates range
from 3.10 kWhlft2-yr based on theoretical calculations, to
1.24 and 0.16 kWhltt2-yr from two different modeling
methods using DOE-2.1C.

A fourth reason for a change between predicted and actual
performance is measure failure or poor installation. At
Siskiyou, for example, neither the daylighting controls nor
the occupancy sensors were modeled as operational
because of poor calibration and sensor Dla.ceEneDlt.

Most of the measures are less than In
4 we plot the tuned savings versus the predicted

savings for the measures in four office bui gs (Dubal
Beck, East Idaho, Siskiyou, and West Yakima), plus the
McDonald's restaurant.. In addition to the individual
measures we show averages with darker, bold symbol

the four groups of measures Lighting, Shell,
ft.u.nU'.liW the sample size is small, we review the

measure specific data to provide some indication of trends
and issues that have implications for evaluation method-
ologies and technology analysis ..

We cannot always determine which of the four reasons
explain why a measure's performance differed from the
prediction; often there are a combination of reasonse An
additional complication is we cannot always compare pre
dicted and measured savings directly because the data
from the predictions did not include disaggregated savings
for individual measures. The HVAC savings estimate at
Siskiyou, for example, included both the economizer and
the heat pump.

HVAC Measures~ HVAC measures were included in
four of the five buildings, consisting of four types of
measures: high-efficiency heat pumps (in 3 buildings),
economizers 3 buildings), and exhaust ventilation and
heat recovery at McDonald's. The average predicted
savings for these seven HVAC measures was 2.74 kWhl

Average savings from the tuned models was
1.44 kWhlft2_yr, 47% less than predlc1ted.

Performance of the Energy
onservation easures

Pe ormanca of easures

Before the energy data we review four
reasons measures may save a different
amount of energy than these
,f·H~t'.::s.n'''-b'''llJt:.''Cl with from the

Our analysis of the individual measures is based on results
from the computer simulations that were "tuned" with
monitored data, and from direct analysis of the measured
data. The goal of the model was to have the simu
lation be within 15% of the whole monthly
consumption, 10% of the whole building seasonal con
sumption, 30% of the monthly end uses and 25% of the
seasonal end use consumption (Kaplan 1992).

1U'~llv~1~ of the performance of measures is not as
str~u2Jltt()rw'ard as the of the of the
bU1UdllD2S. Because of the limitations in the methodology to

the individual measures, we caution that these
results are and are not to be taken as

We include the findings to illustrate the
str~eni2~ths and weaknesses of various to

the conservation measures.

there may have been changes in the measures them-
such as the use of fewer efficient T8 in the

overall or a different heat pump coefficient
of The rated heat pump COPs were

at S · ou and West and energy savings
from the heat pumps were greater than predicted.

DUl.ICtlI12 01per:atrrl2 conditions or characteristics,
such as hours of use or type of occupancy, may differ
from At McDonald's the hot water consumption
was far than predicted, and the savings from the

water heater was twice as great as
~Tv.&IPA/_ 't<7 .... versus 11.2 1<,-"... ,..,.,."."...... ..... , ..... ,

The efficient heat pumps saved more than predicted. One
reason for this is among the two with dis
aggregated heat pump savings, the predicted savings

19 kWhlft2-yr at East Idaho and 0.13 at
West were low to predictions at other
buildingse at Caddis McFaddin were

3" 54 ... Diamond at a/..
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40 LJ'1I.'ll'~'Il>"~1i"U Versus the Predicted the Measures in the Four Office Buildings$ Ifall the measures
saved as ru....o'f!I['·tp/1 along the dashed line shown in the figure.

0$87 As one reason for the
increase in tuned is the increase in the installed
heat pump COPs.. In our into the heat
pumps, we found that proper heat pump controls to mini-
mize the use of resistance heat can be as
1I;rn'll'''ll1''\~1r<tlnt' as the use of et ale

The tuned savings for the economizers tended to be less
than predicted, ranging from 0$02 kWhlft2-yr at Siskiyou
to 1.. 28 kWh/ft2-yr at McDonalds$ Several problems have
been noted with the economizers, such as improper
control settings and frozen or poor damper systems. Poor
damper systems also appear to have created high outside
airflow rates in several of the buildings (e.g .. , Siskiyou
and Hollywood), thereby increasing heating loads.
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(average of 26 HVAC measures), 1.83
and 1~29 (33 shell

In addition to the of measures
based on the models we can also evaluate the
na.11"t'n'M"'ff'1I<tl:Ilnr·p. of the individual measures based on the sub-
metered monitored datao The for the
Director included several types of efficient
HgjtltlIlf~ s,rstems: 32 W T8 (with efficient core-coil

in offices and occupancy sensors,
aa\'U2JrU OJtrmJIDn;g, PL-13 fluorescents in accent
fixtures and restrooms, and sodium in
the garage" Two from the audits
su~~gesltea lower energy than. 34 W and
40 W are used in many areas instead of the 32 W

and the controls have heen disabled in most
areas because the office workers were dissatisfied with
their because of the

On the most of the occupancy
sensors m"e as intended..

One building had measures in the
V'other n category, which consisted of exterior lighting
controls and a water heater. Both measures
saved more than predicted.. As mentioned, the heat-pump
water heater savings increased because of the increased
demand for hot water.. None of these first five buildings
had HVAC control measures, which were used in nine of
the other Energy

lighting Data and coml1fUS:SWOrUrllg the
Director Building

Based on the audit data we determined that about half of
the power on the fifth floor--or 5584 W of the total
1 W--was controlled occupancy sensors.. These
5584 W also about half of the total power in the
OUl.LCU.IU! controlled occupancy sensors To
evaluate the from occupancy sensors we compare
th.e average load for the fifth floor with other
floors.. Most of the lights are controlled tenants, and,

weeKe~nQS, the lights on floors 7, 8, and 9 tend to
be left on, as were half the on floor 6 .. The Energy

Control an Edge funded
measure, was originally intended to control the lights
thro out the but is currently used to
control some corridor and Ii ts on floors 1, 2, 4,
and 50 building was apparently so

with the that
didn't see the need to add the additional to the

Llj.~nnrn1! Measures 0 Four of the five buildings with
tuned models had lighting measures. We cannot compare
the savings for individual measures because they are
Q:rOIUD~~ together with various combinations of efficient-

ballasts, occupancy sensors, and day-
lighting controls.. The predicted savings for the HgJltlrJlg

measures averaged 2.31 kWhlft2-yr.. The savings calcu
lated by the tuned models averaged 2.. 58 kWhl:rt2-yr, 9%
more than predicted.. Lighting savings were less than

at three of the four buildings.. The average
are than because of the large

normalized) savings at the fast-food restaurant. The
increased because of a change in the assumed

baseline power density, which increased to
5.. 4 in the kitchen area. the kitchen area

from the code, so the baseline power
is not well defined.

AU five of the OUIIOJJags had sheH
measures that include IO'\lliJ-e1mH~Sl\rltv Wnl(10WSo waH and
roof infiltration and vestibuleso Ten of
the measures were to allow for
ron1!"If'lIn.o~,:!nn with the tuned The ore(11C1OO
for the ten sheU measures 0 .. 93

calculated the tuned models
O~58 38% less than pre<11cltoo"
measures that showed
the roof and waH insulation at ~llll::lllrll~ln,*l

at the Dubal Beck.. The increased were n1l"r\h~hhl

due to different about the measure between
the and tuned models The evalu-
ation of infiltration measures is further the
A-<l~'1l";~""''!l'"~ll-''F in baseline infiltration rateso

As mentioned many of the OUlloungs

hgll1tUlg power densities than pr€xu~~te4d.

did not fmd that this increase was correlated with
energy use.. The range in versus actual hours of
use and control schedules the differ-
ence between and actual energy use" A second
factor that caused actual energy use to decrease below the
prt~l(~t1c~n is that th.e measured maximum demand for
11gJl1tUl,g is less than 80% of the audited
l:U~jtltllJL~ power 0 factors that contribute to differences
between audited and measured demand are ImlJfO'per
aCC:OUll1trruz of ballast factors within thermal effects

hotter than standard test
all of the are on at one

these five the pre~dlcted.

shell measures was about one third the
the or the HVAC measures.. For
among aU 28 build the average pre~cuc:tea

for the three classes of measures were: 1.. 82 kWhl
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Three average load shapes are shown in Figure 5, repre
senting floors 1 and 2 combined, 5, and 6. This plot
shows the average hourly lighting load normalized to the
maximum peak hourly demand for the channeL We see
the average demand as a fraction of the maximum to be
much less for floor 5 (about 65 % at noon) than the
average for the channels without occupancy sensors (86 %
for floors 1 and 2, and 88 % for floor 6).

way is determining whether the energy-efficiency
measures are performing as intended.

Understanding Occupant Inte:ractio:ns~ The failure of the
daylighting controls is an example of where not enough
attention was paid to the needs and behavior of the
building occupants. When the measure interfered with the
needs of the occupants, they disabled the measure.

ormanceBuilding

Our work in analyzing the Energy Edge buildings has
raised new questions about the use and value of predicted
energy consumption, baseline definitions, tuned models,
monitored data, the role of code compliance and
commissioning to ensure the validation and durability of
energy savings, and other issues of importance to utilities
in the design and management of new commercial acquisi
tion programs. We summarize below some of our key
hn(1mJ~S from the evaluation of the Energy Edge program.

COIlsu:mptlOltl, based on the third year of utility
IS mcreasing in 60% of the buildingse The next

phase of the will look at the individual end uses
in groups of buildings to examine where the energy use is
mc:realsrnlg the moste

onclusions and ey Findings

as a group, are using
more energy than but are, on average, low...
energy buildings when compared to new construction in
the area.. The Edge office buildings for
which we have end-use data consume an average of
11 kWh/rt2-yr, about 50% less energy than other new
construction (predicted and actual) in the region.

is nearly as low as
averaging 3~6 which is that
the installed lighting power densities are often higher than
predicted--and, in some cases, higher than their MCS
code (1985) baseline of 1.5 W/ft2.. The finding that
lighting power densities are than code (but lighting
energy use is lower than these levels would suggest) has
implications for code compliance and energy forecasting
in the region.

Finally, the analysis of the occupancy surveys has shown
high overall levels of tenant satisfaction in the seven
Energy Edge office buildings that were. surveyed. This
fmding underscores the idea that new commercial build...
ings can be energy efficient without any loss of user

Procedures..
Edge

and

Based on this average load shape, the lighting energy use
of floor 5 is only 49% of the energy use of floor 6.
Notice also that the savings from occupancy sensors are
more significant in the morning and afternoon, when
occupancy is more sparse than mid-day, a characteristic of
these systems that is not captured with the simple lighting
power density adjustment method used in the tuned
models~

The failure of the economizers
bUlldUr.uzs illustrates need for ea~;v-1to-~CUamCJse svstenlS
that would alert the that the economizers are not

and for to and
maintenarace for these and other
measures. The O&M audits have been useful in identi...

1i"''V.I!.A_A.Il~ ......... .." but fall short in
nrC)Vl ldU1liZ v.I'llo.UA.;ll'V.ll.13" cua,gD()SIS and 'rOfiUCnW-IJUl steps to remedy

While the of the energy-conserving measures
installed in the Energy Edge buildings are performing
well, several measures have not done as well as expected.
In control measures, both for lighting and for

have been the weak link in energy performance~

There are several reasons for their failure, poor
design, poor installation and
Callbf'aUcOD, and lack of maintenance. OUf previous report
(V:UUll0DlO et al.. discusses each of these in more
detail .. While there is no single for ensuring
measure we review three activities
that could lead to better of these measures ..

Ensuring the Performance of Measures

Performance and Documenta-
tion of criteria is essential in determining
whether measures are as intended.. As an

e, the Control System
at the Director building was designed to control
thr~DUji!:n01Llt the buH .. When the EMCS was

"'lI"ll'lll~~'llnall"U' U:lstalll~a, the lights were not added to its control
function.. The EMCS system now controls some of the
ugntUrlg, and the activity under...
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The Lighting Load at the Director Building Normalized to the Maximum Peak Hourly
the Channelo We see the average demand as a fraction of the maximum to be much less for Floor 5 (about

than the average for the channels without occupancy sensors (86% for Floors 1 and 2, and 88% for Floor
savings are much larger than day savings for the floors with occupancy sensors.
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